Moodle tools for **Assessments**

**Assignment**
- Individual and Group submission
- Anonymous marking
- Inline feedback tools
- Can set restrictions on filetypes (e.g. PDF only)
- Multiple grading methods (rubric, direct grading and marking guide)

**Quiz**
- Use any combination of 17 question types
- Questions with immediate automated marking and feedback
- Controlled release (set open and close times)
- Randomised questions and question pools
- Can export essay questions

**Turnitin Assignment 2**
- Similarity check to detect possible plagiarism
- Anonymous marking
- Inline feedback tools
- Audio comments
- Multiple grading methods (rubric, direct grading and marking guide)
- Peermint (peer review assignment)

**Workshop (UNSW)**
- Peer review and assessment focused
- Individual and Group submission
- Example submissions to assist peer assessment
- Calibration to ensure proper peer marking
- Great control over features such as allowed file types

**Team Evaluation**
- Scale each group member's grade up or down to reflect their individual contribution levels
- Available in Assignment and Workshop (UNSW) activities when group submission is enabled
- Supports 3 different question types (Comment, Likert and Split 100)
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Moodle tools for **Assessments**

**Forum**
- 5 forum types
- Word count display
- Ratings provided by instructors can be aggregated into final marks
- Instructors can lock students from posting outside a specified date range
- Set timed release and close of a forum
- Control display period of discussion topic

**OU blog**
- Individual and group blogs
- Control over time period where posting or commenting is enabled
- Activity completion settings such as number of posts or comments
- Ratings provided by instructors can be aggregated into final marks

**Lesson**
- Create a series of content and question pages for users to go through
- Use any combination of 6 question types
- View overview and detailed reports on student answers
- Option for practice lessons which do not appear in gradebook

**Wiki and OU wiki**
- Word count display
- Individual and group wiki
- Accessible and editable by multiple people
- Activity completion settings such as number of new pages or edits
- Only the OU wiki activity supports grades in the gradebook
- Instructors can lock students from editing outside a date range
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